The University of Iowa Libraries will digitize James ‘Rusty’ Hevelin’s collection of more than 10,000 fanzines.

By CORY PORTER

The collection belonged to James ‘Rusty’ Hevelin, born in 1927 in Imperial County, California. He began collecting in the early 1930s up through the 2000s, until he passed away in 2011.

Fanzines were small, amateur publications, made by fans of science fiction and fantasy, containing letters, essays, stories, artwork, comics, and convention materials.

The collection is the third floor of the University of Iowa Main Library, in a room full of standing bookshelves and boxes. Peter Balanoff, the curator of science fiction and popular culture at the UI Libraries, arranged a few stacks of pulps, fanzines, and convention materials according to size and date.

After that, he will sort through the collections, scan the fanzines, and then transcribe them to be put online.

"Most of the bullying we see is unintentional," Joyce said. "[The bully] doesn’t even realize how hurtful they are being." She said part of the reason workplace bullying is a tough problem to solve is the power dynamic behind the bullying.

"You can’t solve something [like workplace bullying] with an alternate plan to solve the other problems, with some of those being bullying," she said.

Around 50 percent of all the people who seek help in the Ombudsperson Office are related to workplace problems, with some of these being bullying.

With Iowa City Fire Marshall’s allowing a standing room crowd of just 1,000 in the Main Lounge, Market Street will be closed north of Jefferson Street, the city’s North Shuttle transit route will not serve stop No. 74514 (IMU) and No. 74515 (Main Library). Cheerleaders and student performers are expected to be in effect between approximately 11:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.

Bullying in the workplace

Bullying in the workplace is a huge problem, according to an Iowa State study that officials say can apply at the UI.

By NICHOLAS MOFFIT

"It’s a huge problem, according to an Iowa State study that officials say can apply at the UI."
UI joins humanities group

By DANIEL VALENTIN

Innovations in presentation and creativity, one new University of Iowa program is hoping to influence humanities majors in Iowa as well as the rest of the Midwest.

“Humanities Without Walls” is an effort to ensure that 15 universities throughout the Midwest are taking on together an effort to help university faculty members and graduate students find jobs and “regain the identity of the Midwest.”

The program will be run through the UI Obermann Center for the Humanities. According to Marley Markley, who is program director for the Obermann Center, the consortium, started the summer, received $3.5 million from the Mellon Foundation. The project is an effort to look more deeply into the region, as a part of their work with Humanities Without Walls, is creating professional workshops in Chicago allowing doctoral students to spend three weeks next spring working on innovative workshops that provide insight to all of the jobs where new humanists can apply.

“It’s about time some- thing was done to help rediscover the role of humanities,” said Markley. “People think there’s not a future for us that we’re not engaged globally, but there is.”

Markley said Humanities Without Walls is inviting budding professors to research and teach in their states in this region “millions of places,” he said. “Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and all the other states in this region are so focused on their own states, they are so focused on the Midwest and the rest of the Midwest are taking on an opportunity for research and teaching.”

“Twentith-century America is lacking roots,” Markley said. “In order to take care of other research, you must have that love. That is why this whole thing is so important.”

“We support the Obermann’s involvement in the consortium and believe it presents a great opportunity for research and collaboration,” said UI economist David Neumark. “It will be very beneficial to our community of the Obermann Center and Illinois.”

Bikers eager about planned trail

By AARON WALKER

Bikers and hikers will soon be able to travel through more than 200 miles of trails connecting Iowa City to Solon.

Last week, the Iowa Department of Natural Resources announced that it would be funding the State Recreational Trail Program. The Hoover Trails “Mississippi Link” project will connect the Hoover Trail in Solon to Cedar River Trail in Ely. This specific project will mean $344,000.

Funding for the project comes from the Bureau of Land Management. Funding for this specific project will mean $30,000.

They’re not even scared! But they’ll shock your friends!
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315 S. Dubuque, Iowa City - 338-4212
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All interested students, professionals, & local friends!
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GOING PINK

Michael Chenoweth and Sunday with public intoxication and interference with official acts.

Kevan Gehm, 29, 127 S. College, was charged Sunday with public intoxication and interference with official acts.

Shelby Gorsh, 22, Cedar Rapids, was charged Sunday with public intoxication.

Owen Smith, 36, 1125 Washington, was charged Sunday with public intoxication.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Christopher Garwood

Throughout my entire life as a Catholic, I have seen Pope Francis. I have seen every pope since Paul II, whose funeral I attended. The last time I saw a pope was in Rome, Italy, as his successor. I have seen him in person at the United Nations, as he has addressed the delegates there. I have seen him in front of the White House, as he has spoken to the American people. I have seen him in Brazil, as he has preached the Gospel to the masses. I have seen him in the Maldives, as he has given a homily to the faithful. I have seen him in Russia, as he has met with the leaders of that nation. I have seen him in India, as he has visited the land of the guru. I have seen him in Africa, as he has journeyed to the continent of the pyramids. I have seen him in Cuba, as he has walked the streets of the capital. I have seen him in the United States, as he has spoken to the people of this nation.

The secrets men keep

ASHLEY LEE, BRIANNE RICHSON, JOE LANE, JACOB PRALL, STACEY MURRAY, TINA WALKER,opinions@dailyiowan.com

Nonetheless, Turkey felt as if its hands were tied and that it could not do much to help the Syrian Kurds. The people fighting ISIS are trying to create a caliphate in Iraq and Syria, and Turkey is determined to prevent this from happening. The Kurds in Syria are fighting on two fronts: against ISIS and against Turkey. The Kurds are not able to win this battle on their own, and they need the help of the international community.

Editorial writers

As 20-year-old rural students, we take it upon ourselves to be the voice of the community. We write about issues that matter to our community, and we strive to bring about positive change. We are dedicated to reporting the truth and holding our leaders accountable.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Hindsight will vindicate the courthouse annex

As a 20-year-old rural student, I have been living in the University of Iowa for four years. I have been living in an apartment on campus for the past year, and I have been living in the courthouse annex for the past three years. I have been a part of the University of Iowa community for four years, and I have been a part of the Iowa City community for three years.

The courthouse annex is a necessary part of the University of Iowa community. It provides a place for students to study, to meet with their professors, and to have discussions about important issues. It is a place where students can come together to learn from each other and to share their ideas. It is a place where students can come together to work on projects and to participate in events.

I hope that my letter will be considered when the University of Iowa decides whether or not to keep the courthouse annex. I believe that the courthouse annex is an important part of the University of Iowa community, and I hope that it will continue to be a part of the University of Iowa for many years to come.
The Daily Iowan, October 21, 2014

**OBAMA CONTINUED FROM FRONT**
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Lifestyle changes can make students cut costs.

- Share bathwater with your roommate to save. Don't let your buddy spill on the ledge.
- Take a typewriter instead of a laptop. That way you can save battery life. By the way, did you know that the ledge is a metaphor for saving battery life?

- Why pay more than $60 each month for television? Get a subscription to the University of Iowa Press instead for $30 per month. You can also watch movies online for free. It's a win-win situation. Plus, you can use the ledge as a makeshift blackboard to plan your budget.

- Save hundreds by hitchhiking. Don't be afraid to ask your neighbors for a ride. You never know, they might be on the ledge too.

- Inexpensively keep track of your finances. Use the ledge as a mental calculator to track your expenses. It's a great way to practice your mental math skills and save money on your calculator bill.

- Avoid retaliation simply by not responding to nasty messages. The ledge can serve as a metaphor for not responding to negative feedback. It's a great way to practice your emotional resilience.

- Always be prepared for unexpected costs. Keep a emergency fund on the ledge at all times. It's a great way to practice your financial planning skills.

- In college, you learn how to learn. Four years is not too much time to spend at that. Use the ledge as a place to practice your critical thinking skills.

- Who needs an expensive graphing calculator when you can train a carrier pigeon for practically free. The pigeon can even deliver your homework assignments on time. It's a great way to practice your problem-solving skills.

- Never hesitate to haggle over prices. You can always negotiate on the ledge to get a better deal.

- Taking someone out on a date? Don't forget that "buy one, get one free" coupon. Use it to cover your student fees.

- Make sure to cover your student fees. If you don't, you won't be able to produce the ledger of your financial situation. Let your intuition guide you in matters that concern documentation, commitment, and contractual partnerships.

- Take over if things need to be accomplished at that. Step up to the plate, and call the shots. If you don't take the lead, you will be left behind. The ledge can serve as a metaphor for taking initiative.

- Focus on projects you can do alone. Don't let someone else speak for you. Only you can express what you want to be heard. The ledge can serve as a metaphor for self-advocacy.

- Take off if trouble develops. If you don't, someone else will take your place. The ledge can serve as a metaphor for taking action.

- Offer you a different perspective on the way you can do things. Take advantage of this opportunity. The ledge can serve as a metaphor for critical thinking.
Hagan a rock for Hawkeye tennis team

Matt Hagan, Dom Patrick, and Jake Jacoby are leading the way for the Iowa men's tennis team this season.

By CHARLIE GREEN

Iowa men’s tennis senior Matt Hagan is the most experienced player the Hawkeyes have, and it has shown as far as this fall.

“Right now, I feel as if I can beat anyone in the country,” he said. “I can go into single match and come out with a victory.”

Hagan is fresh off one of the best performances in school history in the Intercollegiate Tennis Association Regional Tournament, which wrapped Oct. 13. At the tournament, he became the third Hawkeye ever to reach the semifinals, in which he lost in three sets to Oklahoma’s Alex Alvarez, the No. 3 player in the country.

“I think my game plan was to hit big serves, follow up with forehands, and then finish at the net,” he said. “I was aggressive as sticking with that, and that’s what led to the success.”

Before giving Alvarez all he could handle, Hagan strung together four victories in main-draw singles.

“The junior from Gilbert, Arizona, also brings much needed experience to the young team. Coming off a strong sophomore season, his success is no surprise to Wilson.”

The two experienced veterans have been a strong point for the young group to this point, but freshmen Jake Jacoby has looked like anything but a newcomer for the Hawkeyes in fall play.

“We didn’t know what to expect from Jake this year,” Wilson said. “Being a freshman, we weren’t sure if he was going to need some time to develop. He’s come in and won matches in every single tournament.”

The junior from Gilbert, Arizona, also brings much needed experience to the young team. Coming off a strong sophomore season, his success is no surprise to Wilson.

“Hagan has stood out for the Hawkeyes in tournament play, but he was quick to point out he is not the only one who’s had an impressive fall. He’s right. “I think Dom Patrick has been playing real well,” Hagan said. “He lost to the No. 2 seed in the tournament but really pushed him to his limits. I think Dom’s right there in every match.”

The junior from Gilbert, Arizona, also brings much needed experience to the young team. Coming off a strong sophomore season, his success is no surprise to Wilson.

“The junior from Gilbert, Arizona, also brings much needed experience to the young team. Coming off a strong sophomore season, his success is no surprise to Wilson. “Hagan has stood out for the Hawkeyes in tournament play, but he was quick to point out he is not the only one who’s had an impressive fall. He’s right. “I think Dom Patrick has been playing real well,” Hagan said. “He lost to the No. 2 seed in the tournament but really pushed him to his limits. I think Dom’s right there in every match.”

The reliability of Hagan and Patrick appears to be a staple of this team, and Jacoby has exceeded expectations of a freshman in fall play so far. Still, the results of the team as a whole are far from where they could be.

“Overall, we’ve got three guys who are playing well and getting results,” Wilson said. “But we have another five guys who are close, and it’s what the fall season’s all about. We’re getting a lot of matches in and working on our weaknesses so we can be ready come January.”

Follow @CharlieGreen on Twitter for news, updates, and analysis about the Iowa men’s tennis team.
By Charles Green
charles-j-green@uiowa.edu

Men’s tennis freshmen Jordan Silverstein and Jacob Janczy have only been team-
ning for two months, but many wouldn’t know it after the performance of the Big
Ten regular season Tennessi Associa-
tion Regional Tournament.

“It was our first tour-
nament together, but we
played well,” Janczy said.

The kind of play as a whole...”

The duo won twice in the doubles main draw bracket two weeks ago, before being ousted by a pair from Michigan State in the quarter-
finals.

“Jake and I just played the moment they stepped on the court together. I’m get-
ier in practice,” head coach Rajeev Ram Wilson said. “They’re smart, competitive, and they return a lot of balls.”

Their style complement one another.

For Wilson, full play pro-
vides an opportunity to evalu-
ate what players fit well
in doubles matches too.

“Although that process is long and far from over, he’s
starting to get an idea of who
they play together in the spring,”

Wilson said. “We’re not
wanting to know who we
play for sure.”

“Everything’s looking
positive,” the senior said.

“We’re starting to click;
cleaner, and that’s really
starting to gel as a team.

Because of the team’s
strength, Iowa continues to
be consistent in areas such as club
and short game — chipping and
putting — is something that
can be won and lost in the
first five minutes,” Wilson
said.
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**THE BOX SCORE**

**Little return on returns**

In this week's edition of the Box Score, The Daily Iowan breaks down how the Iowa football team's punt-return game has affected the team up until this point in the season.

By DANNY PAYNE

**Soccer kick-starts offense**

Iowa soccer has having of an offensive renaissance, and it couldn't be timed better.

By JORDAN HANSEN

**Golfers serious about prep**

The Iowa women's golfers make sure practice is perfect in order to help them achieve greater goals in tournaments.

By COURTNEY BAUMANN